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Good evening and welcome at “La Tricoterie.” Thank you so much for coming in such large 

numbers in these difficult times. The ephemeral mood of optimism for a near-resolution of the 

Covid pandemic felt over the summer is rapidly dwindling, as new restrictions are being 

implemented by governments all around the world. Actually, this kind of cultural event might 

be one of the last we can enjoy for the foreseeable future. Still, I feel the time has come for us 

to imagine how the post-pandemic world could be reconstructed. Surely, the ecocritical debates 

of this morning could contribute to this process of reconfiguration. Moreover, the music we 

shall hear during this recital could also help us look at our world through different lenses. Hence 

the title I chose to give to this recital, in the hope of connecting our ecocritical, literary, and 

musical considerations, “Music as a Healing Compost?”—the question mark reflecting the 

sense of spiritual quest that has guided our debates today. 

Let me first thank Simon Vaskou, who incidentally is also my piano teacher, for having 

accepted my invitation to delight us with his virtuosity and musicianship tonight. As indicated 

on the conference website, Simon is a young French pianist who graduated in 2015 from 

Regional Conservatory of Paris with a “diplôme d’études musicales” and from Paris-Sorbonne 

University with a Bachelor’s degree in musicology. He decided to pursue his studies in 

Belgium. He earned a musical degree from the Royal Conservatory in Mons in 2017 and a 

Master of Arts from the Koninklijk Conservatorium Brussels in 2020, having studied 

Rachmaninoff’s third piano concerto under the mentorship of Jan Michiels. His recital 

programme today perfectly fits the pattern of a spiritual quest for meaning and indeed perhaps 

healing, as it successively leads us to 18th-century southern Italy, 19th-century Romantic 

Germany, 20th-century Russia and Armenia, before concluding with improvisatory variations 
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on a New Zealand Māori folksong, which echoes the landscape photographed in the conference 

flyer. Simon and I conceived this recital together, matching works by his favourite composer 

Sergei Rachmaninoff with piano pieces by my beloved Brahms—both representatives of 

romanticism, albeit in different historical periods. The trajectory of today’s recital suggests that 

engaging with multiple cultural contexts (Italian, German, Russian and Russian) is one of the 

keys that can help us imagine new futures. The last piece of tonight’s concert, blending Māori 

folklore, classical music and jazz, actually constitutes the climax of today’s scholarly and 

musical explorations. It suggests the regenerative power of cultural cross-pollination between 

western and non-Eurocentric, i.e. Indigenous, musical traditions.   

As I conclude this short introduction, I am reminded of a recent editorial I wrote for the 

journal I am currently editing, Recherche littéraire/Literary Research. In this short piece, I 

invoked the French poet Verlaine, who pleaded for “Music before all else.” Like him, I deeply 

believe in the transformative power inherent in the combination of literature and music. I further 

alluded in this editorial to the intermedial mood of healing so incisively expressed in Richard 

Strauss’ famous lied, “Morgen!” The words of John Henry Mackay’s poem, “Und Morgen wird 

die Sonne wieder scheinen,” have a special significance for me. I hope, dear colleagues and 

students, that the promise of epiphanic renewal underlying Strauss’ radiant lied as well as the 

pieces you will hear tonight will become a reality in the not too distant future.  

 

Marc Maufort 
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